Drama – Y9 Learning Outcomes
Foundation

Developing

Securing

Exceeding

Excelling

I can work in a group and offer
appropriate ideas.

I sometimes work effectively in
a group and offer good ideas.

I sometimes use explorative
strategies, mediums and
elements.

I mostly use explorative
strategies, mediums and
elements with success.

I am committed and focused in
group work, often taking a lead
role and offering highly
developed and creative ideas.

I am extremely focused and
committed in group work
offering innovative and highly
creative ideas. I often lead and
shape the practical work in a
highly effective way.

I am totally committed and
focused in group work; I can
offer a range of exceptional and
highly creative ideas that has a
significant impact on the
practical work. I am the driving
force for the practical work.

I can use some drama skills in
performance in performance.
My performance at times lacks
conviction and is inconsistent
throughout.
I can explain and give reasons
for my thoughts on the drama I
have seen.
I can state what I and others
did in a performance;
separating what we did from
what it is about.
I sometimes use the language
of drama.
I usually write clearly and
sometimes organise texts into
paragraphs.
I use a range of appropriate
words.
I usually use capital letters, full
stops and question marks
accurately.
I sometimes use speech marks
and commas but rarely
accurately.
My spelling of simple common
words is usually accurate.

I can securely use drama skills
in performance.
My performance is secure and
generally confident.
I can make thoughtful insights
when I reflect on performances,
identifying strengths and
suggesting improvements.
I can make reference to
practical work with some
justification.
I can securely use the language
of drama.
I write with growing confidence
and usually use paragraphs to
convey meaning.

I can confidently use a range of
explorative strategies, mediums
and elements that clearly
impact my practical work.
I can effectively and
convincingly use a range of
drama skills in performance.
My performance is polished
and very engaging throughout.
I can analyse the strengths and
weaknesses of a performance
providing detailed examples
and supporting with
justification.
I can confidently and fluently
use the language of drama.
I usually write with impact and
influence.

I use a range of sentences,
including complex, to convey
my chosen message.

I select specific sentences
types on purpose to convey my
message confidently.

I use a wide range of
appropriate, and some
ambitious, words.

I always use the most
appropriate vocabulary to
enhance meaning.

I use capital letters, full stops
and question marks accurately.

I can craft sentences skilfully
and use the full range of
punctuation including
semicolons. My spelling is
almost always accurate.

I use speech marks and
commas in lists and sometimes
within sentences usually
accurately.
My spelling of a wide range of
words, including subject
specific words, is generally
accurate.

I can creatively use a range of
explorative strategies, mediums
and elements in sophisticated
and highly effective manner.
I can demonstrate impressive
use of drama skills in
performance.
My performance is
accomplished and captivating
throughout.
My analysis and evaluation of
my own work and the work of
others is outstanding.
I can give specific, detailed
practical examples.
My comments are extremely
well justified.
I am able to skilfully use the
language of drama.

I can select and use a diverse
range of explorative strategies,
mediums and elements and
demonstrate exemplary
execution that is highly
creative.
I can demonstrate superb use
of drama skills in performance.
My performance is totally
engaging to watch throughout.
Analysis and evaluation of my
own work and the work is
exceptional. I am able to
provide insightful and
perceptive comments.
I can give concise practical
examples.
I can demonstrate an
outstanding use and
understanding of the language
of drama.

I write with impact.
I craft sentences on purpose to
convey my message in a
sophisticated way.
I use ambitious and
sophisticated vocabulary to
enhance meaning.

I consistently write with impact
and influence, to sustain
reader’s interest.
I always use ambitious and
sophisticated vocabulary to
enhance meaning.
My spelling is always accurate.

My spelling is almost always
accurate.

